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DOING THINGS
DIFFERENTLY
Leading the global Talent Acquisition revolution

Who?

A COMPANY BUILT ON VALUES

HONESTY INTEGRITY TRANSPARENCY QUALITY

Founded on the 4 principles of Honesty, Integrity,
Transparency and Quality.

Templeton Parker is a boutique specialist
executive search company with a wealth of
experience serving MedTech clients globally,
working across America, Europe and Asia.
We know how businesses are put together.
Our years of experience with clients
throughout the MedTech industry have given
us an incredible opportunity to see how the
best businesses are set up, what works and
what doesn’t.
We are recruitment experts across the
following functions; Sales, Marketing, Business
Development, Education, Regulatory,
Engineering, R&D, Finance, IT, HR.
As the leading MedTech executive search
company, the level of roles we work on with
our clients are General Management, Board
positions, CxO level, President, VP, Director,
Managers, and we have the capability to help
build entire teams from the ground up.

We excel at developing high performance teams

See for yourself
why more and
more MedTech
companies are
using Templeton
Parker

of Recruitment Consultants across the Medical,
Pharmaceutical and Scientific industries, instilling
our values and the 4 principles into all the work
we do.
We are the future of recruitment, we are a
new, forward-thinking company aiming to set
the bar high for all recruitment companies by
offering gold standard services, transparent

“PEOPLE DO
BUSINESS
WITH
PEOPLE”

easy-to-understand contracts and exceptional

Our 4 founding principles of

customer service. We strive to build long-lasting

Honesty, Integrity, Transparency

and valuable relationships with our clients and

and Quality set Templeton Parker

candidates which can span decades.

ahead of the competition. Our team
are individuals with great ability,

Why?

experience end market knowledge,

WHY ARE MORE AND MORE
MEDTECH COMPANIES CHOOSING
TEMPLETON PARKER?

but all of them live and breathe by
the 4 principles.
We love what we do and take pride

Changing the way your company acquires talent.

in how we conduct business in a
professional, competitive and fair

In a world where recruitment companies are out
to make a quick buck, rip off clients and get short
term gains, it’s no wonder that companies look to
those they can trust to work with.
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manner. We partner long term with
our clients and have a vested interest
in finding the right talent to help
their business grow to the next level.
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How?

DOING THINGS DIFFERENTLY
Templeton Parker has developed a
reputation for quality, offering the goldstandard of search packages to our clients.
As standard, our leading executive search
package includes the following:
Initial consultation with client: This
is where we deep-dive into the role.
Working together, we define success,
company culture, company values
and understand what challenges the
employee will face in this position.
Market Mapping: We begin mapping
the industry to find all the talent
capable to excel in the position. No
stone is left unturned and we have the
largest network of Medical Device &
Scientific candidates to source from.
Market Screening: Templeton
Parker conducts in depth screening
interviews to establish which of the
available talent is best suited to the
position, looking closely at experience,
skills, ability, drive, motivation and
values.
Initial Shortlist: A shortlist of
candidates is presented to the
client for their internal review. This is
typically done on a conference call
to allow sharing of ideas, thoughts
and questions. We can also provide
feedback on the strength of the
candidates from our interviews.
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Feedback, Interviews and Continuation:
Templeton Parker will arrange initial interviews
with selected candidates, reject any
unsuccessful candidates and use the feedback
to tailor and home-in on the best candidates
for the continued search.
In Person and Final Interviews: Templeton
Parker supports all organisation for continued
interviews including providing feedback to
clients and candidates, handling organisation
of Skype or on-site interviews and continuing
to Headhunt and provide further candidates
during the process.
Offer and Negotiations: Once you decide to
make an offer to one of our candidates, we
handle the delivery of the offer and help
advise on salary and package to ensure
acceptance. Templeton Parker have the
highest offer acceptance rate due to
strong candidate screening, expectation
management and offer delivery expertise
throughout the process. This candidate
management is what sets us apart from the
other recruitment companies.
Acceptance and On-boarding:
Congratulations, you’ve got an awesome new
team member. This is our favourite part of the
process and what gets us all out of bed in the
morning, seeing the perfect candidate get
their dream job in a company where they can
really make a difference.
Follow Up: We offer a quality follow up
service to all our clients. We check in to see
how our candidates are performing, gather
feedback and ensure smooth transition for
both sides.

Where?
Templeton Parker’s main office is in London, England. Here we have the
perfect location to serve the global markets. We pride ourselves on our
communication, working across multiple time zones with our clients in the US,
Europe and Asia.

Address:

TEMPLETON PARKER | 85 GREAT PORTLAND STREET
FIRST FLOOR | LONDON | W1W 7LT

See for yourself why the leading MedTech companies are
using Templeton Parker
Contact:
info@templetonparker.com
+44 (0) 203 7452 732
www.templetonparker.com
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